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Abstract 27 
The present study tested and extended Lane and Terry’s (2000) conceptual model of mood-28 
performance relationships using a large dataset from an online experiment. Methodological 29 
and theoretical advances included testing a more balanced model of pleasant and unpleasant 30 
emotions, and evaluating relationships among emotion regulation traits, states and beliefs, 31 
psychological skills use, perceptions of performance, mental preparation, and effort exerted 32 
during competition. Participants (N = 73,588) completed measures of trait emotion 33 
regulation, emotion regulation beliefs, regulation efficacy, use of psychological skills, and 34 
rated their anger, anxiety, dejection, excitement, energy, and happiness before completing a 35 
competitive concentration task. Post-competition, participants completed measures of effort 36 
exerted, beliefs about the quality of mental preparation, and subjective performance. Results 37 
showed that dejection associated with worse performance with the no-dejection group 38 
performing 3.2% better. Dejection associated with higher anxiety and anger scores and lower 39 
energy, excitement, and happiness scores. The proposed moderating effect of dejection was 40 
supported for the anxiety-performance relationship but not the anger-performance 41 
relationship. In the no-dejection group, participants who reported moderate or high anxiety 42 
outperformed those reporting low anxiety by about 1.6%. Overall, results showed partial 43 
support for Lane and Terry’s model. In terms of extending the model, results showed 44 
dejection associated with greater use of suppression, less frequent use of re-appraisal and 45 
psychological skills, lower emotion regulation beliefs, and lower emotion regulation efficacy. 46 
Further, dejection associated with greater effort during performance, beliefs that pre-47 
competition emotions did not assist goal achievement, and low subjective performance. 48 
Future research is required to investigate the role of intense emotions in emotion regulation 49 
and performance.  50 
Keywords: emotion, affect, concentration, mood, depression, dejection  51 
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Introduction 52 
A wealth of empirical and anecdotal evidence indicates that emotions influence 53 
thoughts and actions, and that preparation for any type of performance typically involves 54 
attempts to regulate emotions (Baumeister, Vohs, DeWall, & Zhang, 2007; Gross, 2015; 55 
Hanin, 2010; Lazarus, 2000). Although people seem to intuitively understand the emotion 56 
construct, it remains difficult to distinguish from related constructs such as mood and affect 57 
from both theoretical and measurement perspectives (Baumeister et al., 2007; Lane & Terry, 58 
2016). Emotions are generally seen as short in duration, influencing behaviour, and related to 59 
specific antecedents (Lazarus, 2000) whereas moods are more enduring, diffuse, and lack a 60 
specific antecedent (Lane & Terry, 2000). In the present study, we chose to use the term 61 
emotion because we examined feelings in a specific context in relation to achieving a 62 
particular goal. 63 
As a theoretical basis, we used a circumplex model of emotion that distinguishes 64 
between pleasant and unpleasant feelings, and between high and low activation levels (Larsen 65 
& Diener, 1987). Both pleasant and unpleasant high activation emotions, such as excitement 66 
and anxiety, are commonly experienced in competitive contexts when important goals are 67 
pursued, although the influence of such emotions on performance is neither linear nor 68 
consistent (Beedie, Terry, & Lane, 2000; Hanin, 2010; Lane, Beedie, Jones, Uphill, & 69 
Devonport, 2012; Lane & Terry, 2000; Tamir, 2009, 2015). Emotions influence action but 70 
how that occurs is determined by individual and situational factors (e.g., personal goals, 71 
previous experience, or task demands). It is apparent that people prefer to feel emotions they 72 
believe will help them achieve their goals, and try to regulate their feelings accordingly 73 
(Baumeister et al., 2007; Hanin, 2010, Tamir, 2009). 74 
In terms of explaining inconsistent emotion-performance relationships, evolutionary 75 
psychologists argue that emotions function to provide situational information and that all 76 
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emotions can be helpful or harmful in achieving goals regardless of intensity (Baumeister et 77 
al., 2007; Nesse & Ellsworth, 2009). For example, anger (triggering an approach action) 78 
evolved to help the human species survive in the physically competitive environment 79 
encountered by our predecessors and thus where action is needed anger might be useful 80 
(Tamir, 2009, 2015). On the other hand, anger might inhibit goal achievement if it associates 81 
with self-blame and the belief that investing effort is futile. Similarly depression, which is 82 
characterised as an unpleasant low activation emotion, may functionally signal that resources 83 
(e.g., effort, attention, or time) need to be preserved for new goals or may be dysfunctional 84 
for tasks that require high activation such as those involving movement or rapid thinking 85 
(Nesse & Ellsworth, 2009). 86 
Gross (2015) argued that the context in which emotions are experienced and the goals 87 
to which they relate, influence the direction of emotion-performance relationships. Tamir 88 
(2009) demonstrated that anger was helpful in a confrontation task where increased arousal 89 
and a resultant narrow attentional style were beneficial. Conversely, low intensity pleasant 90 
emotions such as happiness and calmness associate positively with tasks requiring creative 91 
thinking (Fredrickson, 2013). Baumeister et al. (2007) argued that individual and contextual 92 
factors should be considered in the process by which people develop beliefs about the 93 
influence of emotions on thoughts and behavior. They argued that emotions provide “learning 94 
rules” wherein people use previous emotional experiences to guide future behavior. If an 95 
individual felt angry and those feelings coincided with success, then the individual might 96 
attempt to increase feelings of anger in a future similar goal endeavour. Considerable 97 
research in sport psychology has supported the notion that athletes can learn to interpret 98 
unpleasant emotions such as anxiety and anger as helpful for performance (e.g., Hanin, 2010; 99 
Jones, Meijen, McCarthy, & Sheffield, 2009; Robazza & Bortoli, 2007).  100 
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Despite the demonstrated functionality of some emotions for performance, identifying 101 
the exact circumstances under which an emotion will be helpful or harmful is challenging. 102 
Rather than investigating discrete emotions, such as examining anxiety in isolation from 103 
related emotions such as anger and dejection, Lane and Terry (2000) proposed that 104 
researchers and practitioners should consider combinations of emotions (see Figure 1). 105 
Focusing on anger and tension (high-activation unpleasant emotions), Lane and Terry 106 
proposed that these two emotions are harmful to performance when experienced with other 107 
negative emotions, particularly depression. By contrast, the same two emotions can assist 108 
performance when experienced independently of depression. Their model draws on theory 109 
suggesting that emotions are informational in that they influence the interpretation of 110 
situational factors and personal resources to cope (Schwarz, 2001). Depression, in the context 111 
of Lane and Terry’s model, is characterized by feelings of unhappiness and dejection, and is 112 
typified by the recall of previous negative outcomes. As used in the model, the term 113 
depression describes a non-clinical emotional state, which could be synonymously labelled 114 
sadness (Lane, Terry, Beedie, & Stevens, 2004) or dejection (Jones, Lane, Bray, Uphill, & 115 
Catlin, 2005).  116 
<INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE> 117 
Lane and Terry (2000) proposed four hypotheses; first, that participants reporting 118 
symptoms of depression would tend to simultaneously report higher scores for anger, 119 
confusion, fatigue and tension but lower scores for vigor. This hypothesis has been supported 120 
in all subsequent tests of the model (see Lane & Terry, 2016). The second hypothesis, that 121 
intercorrelations among discrete emotions would be stronger among those reporting 122 
symptoms of depression, has also been widely supported (Lane & Terry, 2016). The third 123 
hypothesis is that vigor facilitates performance whereas confusion and fatigue debilitate 124 
performance, regardless of the presence or absence of depression. When within-subject 125 
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designs have been used to test this hypothesis and performance assessed using self-referenced 126 
measures sensitive to small performance variations, emotions have been shown to be 127 
predictive of performance (Lane & Terry, 2016). Research typically shows support for the 128 
positive effects of vigor on performance regardless of depression but less consistent 129 
performance effects for confusion and fatigue (Lane & Terry, 2016). The fourth hypothesis is 130 
that anger and tension tend to facilitate performance when experienced independently of 131 
depression, whereas they tend to debilitate performance when experienced in conjunction 132 
with depression. Lane and Terry (2000) proposed that when individuals feel depressed, angry 133 
and tense they tend to perform poorly, whereas when they feel moderately angry and tense 134 
but not depressed they tend to perform well (Lane, Terry, Beedie, Curry, & Clark, 2001). 135 
Lane and Terry (2000) also proposed that anger and tension would show a curvilinear 136 
relationship with performance, arguing that over arousal would hinder performance. In 137 
asserting the pivotal position of depression, Lane and Terry (1999) tested whether anxiety 138 
exerted a similar influence. They found that anxiety did not associate with large differences 139 
in other emotions, supporting the notion that depression is a key variable when examining 140 
emotion-performance relationships.  141 
The Lane and Terry (2000) model has previously been evaluated exclusively using the 142 
Profile of Mood States (POMS; McNair, Lorr, & Droppleman, 1971) or derivatives such as 143 
the Brunel Mood Scale (BRUMS; Terry, Lane, & Fogarty, 2003; Terry, Lane, Lane, & 144 
Keohane, 1999), both of which assess five unpleasant states (anger, confusion, depression, 145 
fatigue, tension) and only one pleasant state (vigor). There has been much debate about the 146 
measurement of affective dimensions. Jones et al. (2005) argued that fatigue is a 147 
physiological state and confusion is a cognitive state, and excluded both from their emotion 148 
inventory. In the development of their model, Lane and Terry (2000) emphasized the 149 
conceptual distinction between happiness and vigor, noting that for tasks requiring high 150 
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levels of arousal, happiness might hinder performance, whereas vigor would tend to generate 151 
greater effort to attain performance goals, particularly for tasks requiring physical exertion. 152 
Further, happiness is proposed to be associated with superficial processing of information 153 
which can have negative performance effects (Sinclair & Mark, 1992). To date, little research 154 
has compared the effects on performance of low-activation and high-activation pleasant 155 
emotions, such as happiness and vigor. Thus, it is not known whether the Lane and Terry 156 
model would be supported using valence-balanced measures such as the Sport Emotion 157 
Questionnaire (SEQ; Jones et al., 2005). The SEQ was selected for use in the present study as 158 
the underlying dimensions (anger, anxiety, dejection, excitement, and happiness) were 159 
identified from qualitative studies that sought to classify meaningful pre-competitive 160 
emotions. In the present study, given that the Lane and Terry model is tested using the SEQ 161 
rather than a POMS derivative, hereafter we refer to dejection rather than depression because 162 
dejection is an item of the SEQ whereas depression is not. 163 
A promising aspect of previous tests of Lane and Terry’s (2000) model has been the 164 
scale of affective and performance differences found between dejection groups. Extending 165 
this line of enquiry to include other salient variables may provide insight into the potential 166 
value of using dejection/no-dejection as a dichotomous variable in a broader range of 167 
investigations. A key feature of Lane and Terry’s model is the notion that dejection catalyses 168 
a negative self-schema that causes the recall of negative outcomes. The present study 169 
extended investigation to relevant aspects of personality such as trait emotion regulation, 170 
beliefs about emotion regulation, emotion regulation efficacy, and psychological skills usage 171 
across dejection and no-dejection groups. Given that emotions are transitory, identifying 172 
relationships with more stable personality constructs is appealing because they might predict 173 
how emotions fluctuate and can be regulated (LeBlanc, McConnell, & Monteiro, 2015). Trait 174 
emotion regulation is a particularly relevant personality trait (Gross & Thompson, 2007; 175 
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Gross, 2015). The trait emotion regulation measure (Gross & John, 2003) has two factors: re-176 
appraisal and suppression. Re-appraisal involves thinking differently about an emotion-177 
eliciting situation and associates with positive behaviour, health, and effective emotion 178 
regulation. Suppression involves reducing the response to an emotion-eliciting stimulus and 179 
typically associates with negative effects (Gross & Thompson, 2007, Gross, 2015). Re-180 
appraisal is preferred to suppression because it facilitates early identification of situational 181 
factors that might trigger unpleasant or unhelpful emotions. Suppression tends to occur late in 182 
the emotion regulation process such as after a person has already become very angry instead 183 
of perhaps using re-appraisal to reframe the situational factors that caused the anger initially. 184 
In the context of Lane and Terry’s (2000) model, frequent use of suppression could be 185 
associated with dejection which, in turn, is associated with an intense unpleasant emotion 186 
profile. Use of re-appraisal may prevent unpleasant emotions occurring in the first place.  187 
Perceived emotion regulation ability, emotion regulation efficacy (Gross, 2015; Kirk, 188 
Shutte, & Hine, 2008), and psychological skills usage (Thomas, Murphy, & Hardy, 1999) are 189 
also relevant to emotion regulation. Individuals with successful emotion regulation 190 
experiences, who feel confident about regulating emotional states in the future, and who use 191 
psychological skills frequently, should be less likely to experience dejection. Further, 192 
frequent use of psychological skills (e.g., imagery, relaxation, self-talk) is associated with 193 
appraising anxiety as helpful for performance (Fletcher & Hanton, 2001), suggesting that 194 
those who actively engage in psychological skills training more effectively regulate 195 
emotional states.  196 
Beliefs about the function and utility of emotions are central to the notion that 197 
emotions influence performance via learning rules (Baumeister et al., 2007; Hanin, 2010). 198 
Gross (2015) argued that learning rules help to explain contextual factors that influence 199 
emotion-performance relationships, such as confrontational tasks in which anger has been 200 
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found to be facilitative of performance. Research has shown that individuals may learn to 201 
appraise unpleasant emotions as helpful and pleasant emotions as harmful, based on whether 202 
the emotions in question previously proved facilitative or debilitative of performance (Hanin, 203 
2010; Jones et al., 2009; Robazza & Bortoli, 2007). Effort expenditure is also of interest in 204 
the present study. Increased effort is typically associated with better performance (Brinkman 205 
& Gendolla, 2008; Lane et al., 2016). However, although effort might lead to better 206 
performance if attention remains focused on key performance cues, undue effort expended to 207 
regulate emotions might prove detrimental to performance (Muraven, Tice, & Baumeister, 208 
1998). Lane and Terry (2000) proposed that people use affective states as information about 209 
whether expending additional effort will result in goal attainment. In a dejected state, rather 210 
than initiating a search for solutions, accompanying emotions such as anger and anxiety tend 211 
to be directed towards negative self-thoughts, engendering a demotivating effect. In contrast, 212 
Lane and Terry argued that anxiety and anger can serve a functional role by signalling 213 
whether conditions warrant action and could provide a motivating effect if performance 214 
outcome is considered by the individual to be important enough to exert additional effort.  215 
In the present study, we tested and extended Lane and Terry’s (2000) model using a 216 
very large sample of data collected as part of an online experiment (Lane et al., 2016). We 217 
tested seven hypotheses. The first hypothesis tested was that participants in the dejection 218 
group would report higher scores for unpleasant emotions and lower scores for pleasant 219 
emotions. Second, we hypothesised that interrelationships among emotions would be stronger 220 
in the dejection group than the no-dejection group. Third, we hypothesized that feeling 221 
energetic, excited and happy would associate with good performance regardless of the 222 
presence or absence of dejection. Fourth, we hypothesised that anger and anxiety would show 223 
curvilinear relationships with performance in the no-dejection group but inverse linear 224 
relationships in the dejection group. Fifth, we hypothesized that the dejection would be 225 
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associated with inferior performance. Sixth, in an extension to Lane and Terry’s model, we 226 
hypothesized that dejection would be associated with lower scores for trait re-appraisal of 227 
emotion, emotional regulation ability, regulation efficacy, and lower usage of psychological 228 
skills, but higher scores for trait suppression of emotion. Seventh, we hypothesized that 229 
dejection would associate with a negative perception of performance wherein dejected 230 
participants would report lower scores for subjective performance and effort, and believe that 231 
their pre-competition emotional state was not helpful.  232 
Method 233 
Participants 234 
Participants were 73,588 volunteers recruited to the project via the British 235 
Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) Lab UK (Age: M = 34.5 yr., SD = 14.0 yr.; Male = 46,839, 236 
Female = 26,698). The website titled the project Can You Compete under Pressure? 237 
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/labuk/experiments/can-you-compete-under-pressure) which was 238 
presented by four-time Olympic champion Michael Johnson. An inclusion criterion was for 239 
participants to have indicated they were at least 18 years of age.  240 
Pre-competition measures 241 
Emotions. Emotions were assessed using the items, “Happy,” “Anxious,” “Dejected,” 242 
“Energetic,” “Angry,” and “Excited.” Five items were selected to reflect the same-named 243 
factors of the SEQ (Jones et al., 2005). One additional item, “Energetic”, was included to 244 
reflect arousal level. This addition was deemed important to better reflect the circumplex 245 
model of emotion that distinguishes between high and low activation levels (Larsen & 246 
Diener, 1987). Each item was rated on a 7-point scale from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“extremely”) 247 
and participants responded to how they felt “right now.” 248 
Emotion regulation strategies. Emotion regulation traits were measured using the 249 
Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ; Gross & John, 2003), a 10-item scale assessing 250 
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habitual use of re-appraisal and suppression. Six items assessed re-appraisal usage (e.g., 251 
“When I want to feel more positive emotion (such as joy or amusement) I change what I’m 252 
thinking about”; “I control my emotions by changing the way I think about the situation I’m 253 
in”) and four items assessed suppression usage (e.g., “I keep my emotions to myself”; “When 254 
I am feeling negative emotions, I make sure not to express them”). Items were scored on a 7-255 
point scale from 1 (strongly disagree), through 4 (neutral), to 7 (strongly agree).  Alpha 256 
coefficients in the present study were acceptable for re-appraisal (α = .85) and suppression (α 257 
= .75). 258 
Perceived ability to regulate emotions. Perceived ability to regulate emotions was 259 
assessed using three items: “How successful are you at controlling your emotions?”, “How 260 
good are you at keeping your feelings under control?” (Niven, Totterdell, Miles, Sheeran, & 261 
Webb, 2013) and “How confident are you in being able to change your emotions?” (Kirk et 262 
al., 2008). Items were scored on a 10-point scale from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 10 263 
(“strongly agree”). An acceptable alpha coefficient (α = .75) was found for the three items. 264 
Regulation efficacy. Regulation efficacy was assessed using the item “How confident 265 
are you in being able to get yourself mentally ready before performing?” which was 266 
developed for the purpose of the study from guidelines by Bandura (2006), who proposed 267 
that self-efficacy measures should to assess key concepts directly, which in the present study 268 
was mental preparation to perform in a competitive task. The item was scored on a 10-point 269 
scale from 1 (“not at all”) to 10 (“very confident”).  270 
Psychological skills usage. Psychological skill habits were assessed using eight 271 
competition-related items from the Test of Performance Strategies (TOPS; Thomas et al., 272 
1999). Items were “During competition I don’t think about performing much; I just let it 273 
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happen”, “During competition I play/perform instinctively with little conscious effort”, “I 274 
rehearse my performance in my mind at competitions”, “I imagine my competitive routine 275 
before I do it at a competition”, “I say things to myself to help my competitive performance”,  276 
“I manage my self-talk effectively during competition”, “I am able to relax if I get too 277 
nervous at competition”, and “When I need to, I can relax myself at competitions to get ready 278 
to perform” (α = .73). Items were scored on a 5-point scale from 1 (“never”) to 5 (“always”). 279 
Post-competition measures 280 
Mental effort. The Rating Scale of Mental Effort (RSME; Zijstra, 1993) is a single 281 
item scale that was used to assess mental effort. It assesses effort on a scale ranging from 282 
absolutely no effort (0) to complete effort (150). The RSME includes nine additional 283 
descriptive indicators (e.g., “some effort,” “extreme effort”) along the scale to assist 284 
participants to quantify their mental effort. The subjective nature of effort means that the 285 
relative reliability of the RSME is difficult to gauge as people invest different degrees of 286 
effort depending on task and personal requirements. The measure has been used previously in 287 
sport psychology research to assess effort in relation to emotions and performance in 288 
competition (Balmer, Nevill, Lane, Ward, Williams, & Fairclough, 2007).  289 
Subjective performance. The single item “How well did you perform?” was used to 290 
assess self-rated performance on a scale from 1 (“not at all well”) to 7 (“very well”). 291 
Beliefs in the influence of emotions. The extent to which participants believed they 292 
had successfully managed their emotions during the game, was assessed via two items: “How 293 
successfully did you manage your emotions during the game?” and “Did your emotions help 294 
your performance?” both of which were rated from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“very much so”). 295 
Performance Task 296 
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The performance task was a competitive game that involved finding numbers in 297 
sequence from 1 to 36 as fast as possible from a 6 x 6 grid that was fully populated by the 36 298 
numbers. Numbers were randomly assigned to the cells of the grid with no duplication. 299 
Participants competed against one of 12 different computer-simulated, ability-matched 300 
opponents generated from data collected in a pilot study (n = 300). Participants received a 301 
new random grid each time they completed the performance task. They could complete the 302 
grid using mouse or keyboard and were not informed that the opponent was ability-matched. 303 
The validity of the finish time was determined via examination of time stamps for each 304 
number identified. This allowed identification of lengthy delays between key strikes and 305 
therefore enabled identification of computer error or participants leaving the game. Internal 306 
consistency for the 36-items was alpha = .996, and alpha = .995 for the practice and 307 
competition rounds, respectively.  308 
Procedure 309 
BBC Lab UK launched a publicity campaign to recruit participants via a promotional 310 
film and news features on prominent national television and radio programmes. Data were 311 
collected online via the BBC Lab UK website (https://www.bbc.co.uk/labuk/) over a 12-312 
month period. The research was approved by the ethics committee of the School of Sport, 313 
Performing Arts and Leisure, at the University of Wolverhampton, UK. Participants provided 314 
written informed consent before proceeding. All participants registered with the BBC Lab 315 
UK prior to inclusion in the study.  316 
First, participants reported basic demographic details and completed individual 317 
difference measures (emotion regulation strategies, perceived ability to regulate emotions, 318 
regulation efficacy, and psychological skills usage). Second, participants viewed a video in 319 
which Michael Johnson introduced the competition.  Participants then reported pre-practice 320 
emotions before completing a practice round. Practice round scores were used to identify 321 
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appropriate computer-generated opponents for the next attempt at the task. After completing 322 
the practice round, participants reported mental effort, subjective performance, and beliefs in 323 
the influence of emotions immediately post-task. Third, participants viewed a video in which 324 
Michael Johnson introduced the main performance task. Participants then reported pre-325 
competition emotions before completing the main performance task, which involved direct 326 
competition against the computer-generated, ability-matched opponent. After completing the 327 
competitive task, participants reported post-task measures including performance satisfaction, 328 
beliefs about performance and effort exerted.  329 
Data were cleaned before conducting the main data analysis following the guidelines 330 
of Tabachnick and Fidell (2013). Given the very large sample, a conservative approach to 331 
data cleansing was adopted. Errors in completion were minimal on a variable by variable 332 
basis but identifiable when multiple variables were examined. An example of a data entry 333 
error or score that was deemed implausible was someone responding with the most extreme 334 
score for each variable. Such multivariate outliers were identified using the Mahalanobis 335 
distances method and a total of 949 participants (~1%) removed from the dataset.  336 
Data were analyzed by first investigating the distribution of dejection scores. Lane 337 
and Terry (2000) found that approximately 50% of participants reported no symptoms of 338 
depressed mood. Hence, we first dichotomized participants into two dejection groups 339 
(dejection vs no-dejection) prior to testing the Lane and Terry (2000) model. MANOVA was 340 
used to test hypothesis 1, that participants in the dejection group would report higher scores 341 
for unpleasant emotions and lower scores for pleasant emotions. Hypothesis 2, that 342 
interrelationships among emotions would be stronger in the dejection group than the no-343 
dejection group, was tested by comparing internal consistency coefficients among discrete 344 
emotions in the two groups. Our use of items from the SEQ rather than the POMS to assess 345 
emotions precluded a direct test of hypothesis 3 as described in the Lane and Terry model. 346 
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The SEQ is more focused on pleasant emotions compared to the focus on unpleasant 347 
emotions in the POMS and its derivatives. We used structural equation modeling to test a 348 
revised hypothesis 3 that feeling energetic, excited and happy would associate with good 349 
performance regardless of the presence or absence of dejection. To test hypothesis 4, that 350 
anger and anxiety would show curvilinear relationships with performance in the no-dejection 351 
group but inverse linear relationships in the dejection group, two-factor ANOVAs (dejection 352 
x anger/anxiety) were used.  Frequency analyses were used to group anger and anxiety scores 353 
into low, moderate and high groups. We investigated differences in objective performance 354 
between the dejection and no-dejection group using an independent samples t-test. 355 
Hypotheses 5 to 7 were tested using MANOVA to compare dejection and no-dejection 356 
groups on objective performance, trait emotion regulation, emotion regulation ability, 357 
emotion regulation efficacy, psychological skills usage, effort exerted, subjective 358 
performance, and beliefs about the influence of pre-performance emotions.  359 
Results 360 
Initial analysis indicated that 50,054 participants (69%) reported the lowest score (1 = 361 
not at all) on the dejection item. These participants made up the “no dejection” group. 362 
Conversely, 23,534 participants (31%) reported a score of 2 or higher on the scale and 14% 363 
of participants reported a score of 3 or higher on the 1-7 scale. Collectively, these participants 364 
were congregated into the “dejection” group.  365 
In terms of performance time taken to complete the game, results indicated it was 366 
positively skewed with clustering for faster times and a long tail for slower times. This lack 367 
of normality was corrected using an inverse transformation (Box & Cox, 1964), which 368 
quantifies the rate at which participants completed the grid (i.e., 36 divided by completion 369 
time) whereby higher scores represent better performance.  370 
Hypothesis 1 371 
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In support of hypothesis 1, MANOVA indicated significant differences in emotional 372 
responses between the dejection and no dejection groups (Wilks lambda 5, 72582 = .72, p < 373 
.001, partial eta2 = .28). Dejection associated with lower scores for feeling energetic, excited 374 
and happy, and higher scores for feeling anxious and angry (see Table 1).  375 
<INSERT TABLE 1 HERE> 376 
Hypothesis 2 377 
Contrary to hypothesis 2, the average inter-item correlation for the two dejection 378 
groups did not differ significantly (no-dejection group: α = .61; dejection group: α = .51). As 379 
shown in Table 2, intercorrelations among emotions were in the same direction and of similar 380 
magnitude in both groups.  381 
<INSERT TABLE 2 HERE> 382 
Hypothesis 3 383 
Multi-group structural equation modeling to test hypothesized relationships between 384 
emotional responses and performance in the two dejection groups indicated a good fitting 385 
model (x2 = 28.702, df = 5, p < .001, CFI = 1.000, RMSEA = 0.011). Emotions predicted 2% 386 
of performance variance in the no-dejection group and 3% of performance variance in the 387 
dejection group. In partial support of hypothesis 3, feeling excited and happy significantly 388 
facilitated performance in both groups whereas feeling energetic was unrelated to 389 
performance, regardless of the presence or absence of dejection. Lagrange Multiplier Test 390 
scores confirmed that the relationship between anxiety and performance differed among 391 
dejection groups (x2 = 13.053, p < .001), with anxiety showing a marginally stronger positive 392 
relationship with performance in the dejection group.  393 
<INSERT TABLE 3 HERE> 394 
Hypothesis 4 395 
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Hypothesis 4 was partially supported, with dejection showing a significant 396 
moderating effect for anxiety scores but not for anger scores. A two-factor (dejection x anger) 397 
ANOVA showed significant main effects for dejection (F1,72582 = 10.334, p < .001, partial 398 
eta2 = .0004) and anger (F1,72582 = 14.33, p < .001, partial eta2 = .0001) but did not identify 399 
the hypothesized significant interaction effect (F1,72582 = 1.70, p > .01). High anger scores 400 
associated with worse performance in both dejection groups (p < .001).  401 
For anxiety, a two-factor (dejection x anxiety) ANOVA showed significant main 402 
effects for dejection (F1,72582 = 76.05, p < .001, partial eta2 = .001) and anxiety (F1,72582 = 403 
9.69, p < .001, partial eta2 = .0003), and confirmed the hypothesised significant interaction 404 
effect (F1,72582 = 6.30, p = .002, partial eta2 = .0002). The interaction effect indicated that high 405 
and moderate anxiety associated with better performance than low anxiety in the no-dejection 406 
group but not in the dejection group (Figure 2).  407 
Hypothesis 5 408 
Hypothesis 5 was supported, with results confirming that the no-dejection group (M = 409 
.65, SD = .18) significantly outperformed the dejection group (M = .63, SD = .18) by 3.2% 410 
(t72586 = 8.42, p < .0001, d = 0.11). 411 
<INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE> 412 
Hypothesis 6 413 
Hypothesis 6 was supported. MANOVA to compare emotion regulation traits, 414 
emotion regulation beliefs, regulation efficacy, use of psychological skills, intensity of effort 415 
exerted, beliefs about the quality of mental preparation, and satisfaction with performance on 416 
the concentration task showed a significant effect of dejection (Wilks lambda 9,72578 = .95, p < 417 
.001, partial eta2 = .048). The dejection group reported significantly lower scores for re-418 
appraisal and higher scores for suppression. Dejection also associated with lower scores for 419 
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perceived ability to regulate emotions, regulation self-efficacy, and lower usage of 420 
psychological skills.  421 
Hypothesis 7 422 
Hypothesis 7 was partially supported, with the dejection group reporting significantly 423 
lower scores for subjective performance, lower perceptions that emotions helped them 424 
perform better, and lower scores for the belief that emotions were managed successfully 425 
(Table 1). However, counter to the hypothesis, dejected participants reported higher scores 426 
for exerting mental effort.  427 
Discussion 428 
The present study evaluated Lane and Terry’s (2000) conceptual model using a large 429 
sample in the context of an online competitive task. We tested the model using a valence-430 
balanced measure of emotion (Jones et al., 2005) rather than the more negatively-valenced 431 
measure used in previous tests of the model. We extended the model by examining 432 
relationships between dejection and perceived ability to regulate emotions, regulation 433 
efficacy, emotion regulation strategies, psychological skills usage, mental effort, subjective 434 
performance, and beliefs in the management and influence of emotions. Given the very large 435 
number of participants involved, the present study represents a comprehensive evaluation and 436 
significant extension of Lane and Terry’s model, which has previously been shown to have 437 
practical and theoretical value (Lane & Terry, 2016).  438 
Consistent with previous tests of the model (Lane & Terry, 2005) results showed that 439 
dejection associated with a generally unpleasant psychological state, supporting the first 440 
hypothesis (Table 1). This finding suggests that dejection is a viable alternative item to 441 
depression in investigations of emotional responses. Results did not support the second 442 
hypothesis, that discrete emotions would show stronger intercorrelations among participants 443 
reporting some level of dejection (Table 2). Lane and Terry (2000) argued that the negative 444 
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schema associated with dejection acted as a catalyst for other negatively-valenced emotions 445 
and so intercorrelations among, for example, confusion, fatigue, anger and tension would 446 
tend to be high. In previous tests of the model, emotion has been assessed using the BRUMS 447 
(Terry et al., 1999, 2003), which has five unpleasant states with vigor as the only pleasant 448 
emotion. Vigor has tended to show weak inverse relationships with other emotions regardless 449 
of the presence or absence of depression (Lane & Terry, 2016). In the present study, use of 450 
the SEQ meant that subscales were more balanced in valence terms, which may explain why 451 
intercorrelations among emotions were weaker. The second hypothesis of the Lane and Terry 452 
model might be better rephrased to refer to unpleasant emotions only. 453 
In terms of the third and fourth hypotheses, results showed that emotion-performance 454 
relationships were statistically significant but explained only 2-3% of performance variance 455 
and that dejection moderated relationships with performance for anxiety but not for anger 456 
(see Table 3, Figure 2). The limited performance variance explained by emotions was lower 457 
than anticipated. Hanin (2010) has stressed the highly individualized nature of emotion-458 
performance relationships, and has shown strong relationships using ideographic designs, 459 
especially in competition environments where participants had considerable prior experience. 460 
Given that a novel task was used in the present study, the emotional profile associated with 461 
good performance was not well established a priori for any individual participant, which may 462 
have served to reduce the impact of emotions on performance. 463 
Methodological factors could also help to explain weak emotion-performance 464 
relationships. Terry (1995) identified conditions likely to strengthen the relationship between 465 
emotions and performance, including short duration events, a self-referenced performance 466 
criterion, and relatively homogeneous levels of ability. Although the first two conditions were 467 
met, significant heterogeneity in ability levels was evident, which may have served to 468 
confound relationships between emotions and performance. Also, the online environment in 469 
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which data were collected needs to be considered. Online data collection affords the capture 470 
of large datasets but inevitably the conditions in which testing occurs will vary, potentially 471 
introducing additional confounds that may have weakened emotion-performance 472 
relationships. It should be noted, however, that dejection was shown to have a significant 473 
deleterious effect on performance (hypothesis 5).  474 
Concerning the direction of specific emotion-performance relationships, Lane and 475 
Terry (2000) proposed that vigor would associate with better performance, although present 476 
results showed that feeling energetic (part of the vigor construct) was not significantly 477 
associated with better performance whereas other pleasant emotions (i.e., excitement and to a 478 
lesser extent happiness) significantly associated with better performance albeit weakly (Table 479 
3). The lack of a significant relationship between feeling energetic and subsequent 480 
performance is likely explained by the nature of the performance task, which involved little 481 
physical exertion. That is, we would not expect the task to elicit an emotional response that 482 
would prompt individuals to feel energetic if the task is primarily cognitive with minimal fine 483 
motor movements. In other words, there was nothing inherent in the competition situation to 484 
trigger an appraisal that increased physical exertion would enhance performance.  485 
For anger and anxiety, results offer partial support for Lane and Terry’s (2000) fourth 486 
hypothesis. As Figure 2 indicates, high and moderate anxiety associated with better 487 
performance than low anxiety in the no-dejection group, although the effect size was small. 488 
In the dejection group, anxiety showed no relationship with performance. No support was 489 
found for differences in the strength and direction of anger-performance relationships 490 
between dejection groups.  491 
Overall, results showed strong support for hypothesis 1, and partial support for 492 
hypotheses 3 and 4 of the Lane and Terry (2000) model. Using dejection as a dichotomous 493 
variable and evaluating its influence on other emotions appears to be worthwhile when 494 
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investigating emotion-performance relationships. Participants who report dejection tend to 495 
report a generally negative emotional profile and among those reporting no dejection, anxiety 496 
could be functional for activities such as the short duration concentration task used in the 497 
present study.  498 
Perhaps the most important finding from the present study is that dejection relates to a 499 
constellation of relevant constructs in a predictable way. Consistent with hypothesis 6, 500 
dejection was associated with greater use of suppression and reduced use of re-appraisal 501 
(Gross & Thompson, 2007), with lower scores for emotion regulation ability (Niven et al., 502 
2013), lower emotional self-efficacy (Kirk et al., 2008) and less frequent use of psychological 503 
skills. Dejection was also associated with exerting greater effort (Zijlstra, 1993), low 504 
satisfaction with performance, and negative beliefs that emotions helped performance 505 
(Baumeister et al., 2007; Hanin, 2010, see Table 1). Thus, individuals who tend to use 506 
maladaptive strategies were more likely to report feeling dejected. Re-appraisal is proposed 507 
to be superior to suppression as a coping strategy as it anticipates potentially unwanted 508 
emotions (Webb, Miles, & Sheeran, 2012).  509 
Positive beliefs in being able to regulate emotions are proposed to be important in the 510 
process of effective emotion regulation (Lane et al., 2012). Using psychological skills to, for 511 
example, visualize successful performance can be considered to be a form of re-appraisal 512 
(Lane et al., 2012) and such usage was higher in the no-dejection group. Previous research 513 
has found that frequent use of psychological skills is associated with appraising anxiety as 514 
helpful for performance (Fletcher & Hanton, 2001). Psychological skills such as imagery, 515 
self-talk and goal-setting can all be used to re-appraise a situation, thereby increasing self-516 
belief and creating a more positive emotional profile (Hanin, 2010). Overall, the no-dejection 517 
group reported greater use of re-appraisal, confidence to regulate emotions, and greater use of 518 
psychological skills. In contrast, use of suppression to regulate dejection and other negative 519 
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emotional states requires effort, which may direct attention away from performance thereby 520 
producing a detrimental effect (Muravan et al., 1998).  521 
When participants report feeling dejected, the associated emotional state tends to be 522 
unpleasant and intense, effort invested tends to be high, and satisfaction with performance 523 
tends to be low. If emotions contribute to learning rules that guide behavior (Baumeister et 524 
al., 2007; Hanin, 2010), then feeling dejected will signal the need to regulate emotions. 525 
Therefore, when individuals experience such emotions in future, attempts at regulation will 526 
be initiated to reduce the gap between how they are feeling and how they wish to feel.  527 
The finding that the dejection group exerted greater mental effort warrants attention. 528 
We hypothesized that dejection would associate with poor performance underpinned by low 529 
effort scores but results did not support this notion. Lane and Terry (2000) proposed that 530 
dejection influenced performance by serving an informational role that subsequently 531 
triggered action. Given the evidence that mild depressive states promote increased effort in 532 
competitive tasks (Brinkman & Gendolla, 2008), dejected participants may have attempted to 533 
perform well by recognizing undesirable emotions and regulating them via increased mental 534 
effort (Gross & Thompson, 2007; Gross, 2015). An alternative explanation is that dejected 535 
participants perceived the same level of performance as more effortful than participants who 536 
are not dejected. The superior objective performance of the no-dejection group is consistent 537 
with this latter interpretation. Previous research has found that when participants report 538 
intense unpleasant emotions the same level of objective performance is achieved, but 539 
participants perceive performance to feel harder (Beedie, Lane, & Wilson, 2012). 540 
Importantly, Beedie et al. (2012) found dejection associated with increased lactic acid and 541 
higher oxygen uptake, suggesting that intense unpleasant emotions and increased effort might 542 
be underpinned by biological differences. Future research should consider assessing 543 
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physiological markers of activity alongside perceptions of effort to gain a fuller assessment 544 
and facilitate examination of the potential influence of dejection.  545 
Although the present study demonstrated the negative influence of dejection on 546 
psychological states and performance, some limitations should be acknowledged. First, 547 
although online research enables investigators to reach large audiences, the lack of control 548 
inherent in online data collection increases the potential for statistical noise. Replication of 549 
the same experiment under controlled conditions would illuminate the generalizability of the 550 
present findings. Second, with such a large sample, overpowered analyses and small observed 551 
effects, the probability of Type II errors is increased. Further data mining in the form of re-552 
analysis of one or more data subsets chosen randomly from the overall dataset might be 553 
advantageous. Third, effect sizes for emotion-performance relationships were small, 554 
suggesting that some moderators may not have been adequately controlled. Illuminating the 555 
overview picture by interrogating a very large intact dataset was an important and necessary 556 
initial step, but future research might explore the dataset further to identify the strength of 557 
moderators influencing emotion-performance relationships. However, as previous research 558 
has identified, emotion-performance relationships tend to be individualised (Hanin, 2010; 559 
Lane & Terry, 2016; Terry, 1995) and cross-sectional studies will always be inherently 560 
limited when it comes to explaining a large proportion of performance variance from 561 
measures of emotion.  562 
In terms of theoretical developments, our findings suggest that the Lane and Terry 563 
(2000) model is in need of revision. Lane and Terry based their conceptual model on the 564 
measurement model of the POMS, primarily it was the measure of choice for researchers 565 
rather than for compelling theoretical reasons. In the present study we assessed a larger 566 
number of pleasant emotional states, showing that dejection associated with lower self-567 
reports of energy, excitement and happiness, which is consistent with the linear effects of 568 
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depression on unpleasant emotions reported in previous tests of the model (Lane & Terry, 569 
2005). The most consistent finding from tests of Lane and Terry’s model is that 570 
dichotomising dejection into two groups provides an insightful method of analyzing and 571 
interpreting self-report data. Present findings add support to the notion that dejection (or 572 
depression) associates with a negative profile on all self-report measures used, including 573 
other emotions, psychological skills, trait measures and satisfaction with performance.  574 
We recommend that Lane and Terry’s model be extended by the addition of other 575 
theory-led variables. A benefit of theory-led research over exploratory investigations is to 576 
help delimit studies and thereby reduce the likelihood of the researcher being overwhelmed 577 
by the complexity of the subject matter. Future tests of a revised model should establish 578 
specific and testable hypotheses and, importantly, propose the mechanism(s) by which 579 
dejection is influential. This work is challenging and was not feasible within the scope of the 580 
present study. We encourage researchers to look beyond self-report for the assessment of the 581 
antecedents, correlates, and effects of dejection. Physiological variables associated with 582 
dejection and no-dejection groups and how these relate to the effort exerted and subsequent 583 
performance should be considered (see Beedie et al., 2012). Identifying relationships with 584 
physiological variables would offer insight into how emotions might influence performance. 585 
In the present study, we cannot be sure if the higher effort scores among the dejection group 586 
reflect objectively greater effort or simply reflect perceptions that effort was greater.  587 
In conclusion, although relatively few people experienced substantial dejection in the 588 
competitive setting under investigation, where people reported even minor levels of dejection 589 
it had a negative impact on their overall emotional profile and other psychological states. In 590 
such instances, it appears that people reported the belief that their psychological state was not 591 
helpful. Research that examines coping with feeling dejected is scant, but is of intuitive value 592 
to applied theorists and practitioners. The present study indicates that feeling dejected was 593 
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associated with using maladaptive emotion regulation strategies such as suppression rather 594 
than adaptive strategies such as re-appraisal. It also appears that participants sought to 595 
regulate dejection by increasing effort. Given evidence suggesting detrimental effects of 596 
dejection, we recommend that future research continues to investigate the role of unwanted 597 
emotions in emotion regulation and performance, and identifies effective ways of coping with 598 
dejection. 599 
  600 
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Table 1 
 
Comparison of Emotions, Perceived Ability to Regulate Emotions, Regulation Efficacy, 
Emotion Regulation Strategies, Psychological Skills Usage, Mental Effort, Subjective 
Performance, and Beliefs in the Influence of Emotions, Between Dejection and No-
Dejection Groups 
 
  
No dejection   Dejection      
(n = 50,054) (n = 23,534) 
  
M SD M SD F 1, 72586 
Partial 
eta2 
Happy 4.18 1.50 3.29 1.40 5637.71* .072 
Anxious 1.90 1.25 3.19 1.57 13901.43* .161 
Energetic 3.40 1.57 3.05 1.49 794.67* .011 
Angry 1.15 0.60 2.10 1.41 16132.13* .182 
Excited 3.24 1.69 2.93 1.58 532.89* .007 
Perceived ability to 
regulate emotions 6.53 
 
1.62 
 
6.11 
 
1.65 
 
1021.32* 
 
.014 
Emotion regulation 
self-efficacy 
6.49 1.70 5.99 1.78 1333.69* .018 
Psychological skills 
usage 
20.48 4.30 19.74 4.29 455.82* .006 
Re-appraisal 4.89 1.03 4.61 1.05 1069.03* .015 
Suppression 3.93 1.18 4.05 1.20 160.31* .002 
Mental effort 72.40 22.86 73.87 21.27 67.07* .001 
Subjective performance 3.91 1.68 3.58 1.65 595.30* .008 
Emotions managed 
successfully 
4.49 1.68 4.04 1.60 1195.86* .016 
Emotions helped 
performance 
3.26 1.79 3.18 1.67 25.56* .000 
*p<.0001       
 726 
  727 
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Table 2 728 
Intercorrelations Among Emotions in the No-Dejection and Dejection Groups 729 
 No-dejection Dejection 
  Anxious Energetic Angry Excited Anxious Energetic Angry Excited 
Happy -0.06 0.52* -0.13* 0.49* -0.09 0.51* -0.21* 0.50* 
Anxious 1.00 0.07 0.11* 0.16* 1.00 0.03 0.25* 0.08 
Energetic  1.00 -0.02 0.67*  1.00 -0.05 0.66* 
Angry   1.00 -0.02   1.00 -0.04 
*p <.01 730 
  731 
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Table 3 732 
Multi-Group Structural Equation Modeling of Emotion-Performance Relationships in the No-733 
Dejection and Dejection Groups 734 
 735 
 No-Dejection 
Standardized r 
Dejection 
Standardized r 
Happy .012* .011* 
Anxious .010* .013* 
Energetic -.006 -.005 
Angry -.016* -.037* 
Excited .035* .033* 
*p < .001 736 
  737 
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